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WEBMASTER MEETING

• Weir 107

• Podcasts

• Meeting schedule
Web Design Services

- Publications
- Outreach - [link](#)
- Computing Technologies - [link](#)
- Redmagnet: Gibens Creative Group – [link](#)
- Campbell Solutions - [link](#)
UM Web Updates

- People Search - link
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Fun with Google Maps

- Need more than just printed driving directions?
- link
Speaking of Maps

Google Maps

LiveSearch Maps
Guest – Errol Sayre

- Office of Research & Sponsored Programs
- Web Developer
- Major site inventory/update/migration
Future of Web Browsing?

- “Aurora is a concept video exploring one possible future user experience for the Web, created by Adaptive Path as part of the Mozilla Labs concept series.” – adaptivepath.com/aurora

- **Aurora Video**
  Note the hand cursor, the pointing device and the mobile device.
Next Meeting...

- September 12